
Topic Home Learning Menu 20-4.20-24.4.20 
 This term, the children in EYFS are exploring changes and growing in our topic “Let’s 

See What Happens!” Here are a few different activities the children could do. It is 

just like a menu so you and your child can choose one activity or as many as you want! 

You may even think of other activities you and your child could do all about growing. You 

can email photographs, writing or art work to EYFS@new-swann.leics.sch.uk. We can’t 

wait to see what you get up to! 
 

Find photos of your child from when they were 

younger. Put the photos in order and talk about 

how they have changed as they have grown. 

What can they do now that they couldn’t do as 

a baby? Your child could draw their own 

pictures of how they have changed and add 

their own labels.  

 

We have entered Spring and there has been lots of 

change happening around us. Next time you go for a 

walk, talk about the changes around us such as the 

trees. The children could create their own piece of 

art work to show how the trees have changed 

throughout the different seasons of the year.  

 

 

Share a story about growing. Choose one from the 

list or think of your own. 

 Jack and the Beanstalk 

 The Giant Turnip 

 The Odd Egg by Emily Gravett 

 The Tiny Seed by Eric Carle 

 Jasper’s Beanstalk by Nick Butterworth 

 

 

 
Plant a seed. Why don’t you try planting 

it in a clear container with cotton wool 

at the bottom. You child will be able to 

watch what happened to the seed as the 

roots and stem begin to grow. Find out 

about the different parts of a plant and 

what they do.  

 

 

 
Go on a seed hunt in your very own kitchen! 

Which fruits can you find with seeds in. 

Are all seeds the same shape, colour or 

size? Find out about how fruit grows.  

 

Make your garden or outside space insect 

friendly! https://letsgowild.co.uk/wp-

content/uploads/Make-Your-Garden-Insect-

Friendly-LGW.pdf Follow some of the tips on 

the fact sheet (follow the link or find the 

document on our EYFS page). In the coming 

weeks, we will be looking at insects. Get ahead 

of your game and start to tempt lots of 

creepy crawlies to come and set up home. 

 

 

Look through 30 Random Acts of Wildness (see EYFS 

page or follow the link below). Choose and plan the 

activities you might be able to do in your garden or on 

your daily walk. 

https://www.wildlifetrusts.org/sites/default/files/20

20-

04/Schools%20Random%20Acts%20of%20Wildness%

20Cards.pdf  
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